Lesson: Magic 8-Ball Predicts the Future
Adapted from the MIT AI2 Documentation

Learning Goals
After completing this app, you will be able to:
● Navigate the App Inventor environment: Designer, Blocks Editor, Emulator and/or AI
Companion on mobile device
● Correctly use the following App Inventor components: AccelerometerSensor, Button,
Player
● Correctly use the following App Inventor concepts: making and using a list, responding
to an event

Required Materials
● “Clinking_Teaspoon.mp3” audio file and “magic8ball.jpg” image file from the media
library folder available here. Download and save at a location that is conveniently and
accessible.
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Section 1: Designing and building the user interface
Section 2: Programming the app to make a prediction when button is pressed
Section 3: Programming our app so that a sound is played when a prediction is made.
Section 4: Programming the app so a prediction is made when the phone is shaken

Section 1: Designing and building the user interface
Steps:
1) Open a new project so that the designer looks like the image below.

2) From the User Interface palette on the left hand side of the designer. Drag one button and
two labels onto the designer.

3) From the Layout palette on the left hand side of the designer. Drag a vertical arrangement
item onto the designer underneath the previously added button and labels.

4) Drag the button and two label items into the vertical arrangement component.

5) Click on the Button1 component in the Components window to see its properties appear
in the Properties window. Select the image property. Under Image click on the word
"None..." and a small selection window will pop up. Click the "Upload File" button and
browse to where you saved the “magic8ball.jpg” image file that was mentioned in the
Required Materials section of this document above (Click here to download the media

files folder if you have not). Select the file, then click OK to close the selection window.
Click OK again on the properties pane to close the small popup window.

6) Resizing the 8-ball image to fit the screen - select the Vertical Arrangement component in
the Components window to see its properties. Set the width property from “Automatic” to
“Fill Parent”. Similarly, select the Button1 component and set the width property from
“Automatic” to “Fill Parent”. Adjust the height component from “Automatic” to “75
percent”.

7) Centering the labels - Select the Label 1 component to see its properties. Set its width
property from “Automatic” to “Fill Parent” and its Text Alignment property from “left”
to “center”. Select the Label 2 component and make the same adjustments that was done
for Label 1.

8) Removing the text from the Magic 8 Ball image - Select the Button component to see its
properties. Remove all text from the Text property.

9) Adding non-visible components (Accelerometer and Player) - From the Sensors palette,
drag a Accelerometer component onto the Designer. From the Media palette, drag a
Player component onto the Designer. The Accelerometer is a sensor that detects shakes.

The Player component allows us to play audio files. Non-visible components will appear
under the Designer and in the Component window when successfully added.

10) Customizing the labels - Select Label 1 in the Components window to see its properties.
Go to the Text property and change the text to “Ask the Magic 8 Ball a question” (or to
anything else you like). Similarly, select Label 2 in the Components window and change
its Text property to “Touch the Magic 8 Ball to get your answer” (or to anything else you
like).

The Graphical User Interface for our application is now complete.

Section 2: Programming the app to make a prediction when button is
pressed
Steps:
1) Enter the Block Editor by selecting “Blocks” on the upper right hand corner. This will
bring up an empty space where the programming block will be placed.

2) From the Blocks palette, click on Button1 drawer to see all of its associated blocks.
Locate and drag the “when Button1.Click” block onto the Block editor.

3) From the Blocks palette, click the Built-in blocks drawers and select Procedures. Drag
the “Procedure do” onto the Blocks editor.

4) Rename the Procedure block from “procedure” to “MakeAPrediction”.

5) From the Blocks palette, click on Label 2 drawer to see all of its associated blocks.
Locate and drag the “set Label2.Text to” block onto the Block editor within the “Make A
Prediction” block. This “MakeAPrediction” procedure block will contain all the
instructions/actions necessary for our application to generate a prediction using Label2
text.

6) From the Built-in blocks palette, select Lists. Locate the “pick a random item list” block
and drag it to be at the end of the “Set Label2.Text to” block. In Lists, locate the “make a
list” block and add this to the end of “pick a random item list” block.

7) From the Built-in blocks palette, select Text. Locate the empty text block and drag it to
be at the end of the “make a list” block.

8) To add more sockets to the “make a list” block. Select the blue icon on the left of the
“make a list” block. The number of sockets corresponds to the number of items placed in
the item block. The default number is two. To add more sockets, drag a new item into the
item block.

9) Adjust the number of sockets on “make a list” block to any number you like. In this
example we will be working with 5 sockets. Place an empty text block into each socket of
the “make a list” section.

10) Place text into each of the empty text blocks. These are going to the predictions that the
Magic 8 Ball will be making. “MakeAPrediction” is now such that when it is executed, it
will randomly select one of the predictions on our list and change Label2’s text to that
prediction.

11) In “Procedures”, drag the “call MakeAPrediction” into the “when Button1.Click” block.
This programs our application such that when Button 1 is clicked, the
“MakeAPrediction” procedure is executed.

If we launch our application, we will see that we have successfully programmed our app to make
a prediction when the Magic 8 Ball is clicked.

Section 3: Programming our app so that a sound is played when a
prediction is made
1) Go back to the Designer Editor. Select the Player1 component in the Component window
to see its properties. Click on the Source property and set it to the
“Clinking_Teaspoon.mp3” audio file from the media files similar to how we set the
button to have the “magic8ball.jpg” image. Upload the audio file and set the source
property to this audio file.
2) Go back to the Designer Editor. From the Player1 palette, locate the “call Player1.Start”
block and add it to the bottom of the “MakeAPrediction” procedure block.

Now if we run our application, the “Clinking Teaspoon” would be played each time the button is
pressed and a prediction is made.

Section 4: Programming the app so a prediction is made when the phone is
shaken
1) From the AccelerometerSensor1 palette, locate the “when Accelerometer1.Shaking”
block and drag it onto the Block Editor.
2) From Procedures, drag the “call MakeAPrediction” block into the “when
Accelerometer1.Shaking” block.

Now if we run our app. The “MakeAPrediction” procedure will be executed if the Magic 8 Ball
button is pressed or if the Accelerometer is shaken.

